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About
Nokia and its subsidiary Withings
offer an award-winning ecosystem of 
connected health devices and apps to 
help people improve their lives.

• Specialist stores – including Darty, 
Fnac and Boulanger

• Users: Regional Managers
• France

Every month, Nokia’s Field Team of Regional Managers 
visits hundreds of retail locations across France to report 
on store operations and merchandising execution, and to 
provide an overview on health device competitors.

• There was poor visibility over operations as 
communications siloed across numerous email chains.

• There was no standardized approach in place for 
reporting – or even a precise definition of what data 
should be reported.

• Information was not consolidated meaning Regional 
Managers could not make informed decisions or 
consolidate relationships with in-store teams.

But reporting on such a wide wealth of 
information across dispersed locations was 
time-consuming and ineffective, impeding 
quick decision-making to improve results in 
every store.

“The SimpliField mobile app 
allows us to build location loyalty 
and personalize interactions with 
all of our stores, enabling us to 
thoroughly manage and deepen 
the relationship with each store.”

Alain Sirvin
Commercial Director

Nokia x
SimpliField
Real-time field insights to 
increase performance and 
build stronger partnerships



Solutions
Communicate: SimpliField fostered collaboration across the organization. The app replaced dispersed 
emails to centralize information, enabling comments and feedbacks. Photos and videos gave a clear view 
of compliance, allowing for quick merchandising decisions and increasing visibility over competitors.
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Operate: SimpliField empowered agile teamwork, performance and execution. Digital reporting 
replaced manual Excel reporting and organized information as per strategic objectives. The Field Team
can easily access the reporting history for each store on the app to gain insights on results.
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Analyze: SimpliField aligned teams on actionable, meaningful data.  Operational performance, individual 
campaigns and other strategic initiatives can be tracked at the store level, so that Regional Managers can 
leverage real-time data to make efficient recommendations to improve each store’s performance.
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Results
• Increased efficiency: SimpliField optimized 

and streamlined reporting processes for Field 
Teams to spend more time in stores, not in 
the back office.

• Increased engagement: With key metrics 
tracked at the store level, Regional Managers 
align stores on the same goals and better 
support them in implementing strategies.


